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The Spirit Extra! - Read All About It
Hello to all the readers of The Spirit
magazine.
Welcome to the first edition of Spirit
Extra, which is just that – a Spirit Extra, not a full magazine but rather
quick collection of articles, ideas and
suggestions that may help in some
small way to get us through this Covid
-19 pandemic.
I realize what we are currently experiencing is new territory for us all but,
these things have happened the
world over throughout the ages and
the world still turns, and although
there will be enormous hardship, loss
and sadness, maybe it is also a time
for us to come together, not physically, but spiritually in a way we have
never had an opportunity to before.
I am very aware of the devastation
caused to some of us by not being
able to attend Mass, however, let us
not dwell on what we can’t do/have,
but rather on what we can do and
have.
We have access to mass online, on
radio and in so many ways that have
never been available before, and if
we go back to the very basics and
think of the time of Jesus – There
were no formal masses as such, they
were gatherings of people mostly in
the open air amid nature. I personally

find being outdoors in the great spaces we have in this country, listening to
the birds, (have you ever marveled at
the vocabulary of magpies?) and appreciating the beauty of nature in all
it’s glory, often makes me feel closer
to my God than indoors in a church.
So walk in your garden and be with
your God.
BUT PLEASE DO NOT GATHER!
This is a time for singular reflection.
Share ideas and prayers online, instead of going out for a coffee stay
home and have a group hook up
online to chat and share. I have one
friend who Skype’s her small granddaughter each morning and they
come up with a new song everyday fit
for washing hands for the correct
amount of time.
Be tolerant and kind with people.
There is an enormous amount of fear,
grief and loss in our communities,
don’t fuel it by complaining and blaming. That will not help anyone.
Watch out for all of your neighbors,
known and unknown and assist
where you can.
Please understand this edition has
been put together very quickly, in the
hope that it will help isolated people
feel more connected, it is not …
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The Spirit Extra! - Read All About It - continued
perfect and I am sure there will be errors, but be
grateful for people who put their time and talents into making this possible. I just have the
ideas, which generally means others finish up
with a huge workload, and I particularly thank
Michael O’Leary for his assistance in producing
this.
Take care of yourselves and one another.
itor

Ed-

Michael has offered this excuse/s and I love it –
Hope you do too. And, remember to keep
laughing

“Any formatting / layout indiscretions can be attributed to enthusiasm to publish or as Jake explained in
the Blues Brothers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ftt4f2H3GDs
Watch the video first!
‘I ran out of gas! I got a flat tire! I didn’t have change
for cab fare! I lost my tux at the cleaners! I locked my
keys in the car! An old friend came in from out of
town! Someone stole my car! There was an earthquake! A terrible flood! Locusts! IT WASN’T MY
FAULT, I SWEAR TO GOD!’”

Ripple Kindness Project
The world is short on Kindness - so begins the
Ripple kindness Project
This is an uplifting website to visit or to sign up
for their Newsletter.
A good site for when you are feeling low ad
thinking the world has gone mad—
https://ripplekindness.org/home/about-us/
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Gospel reading - Third Sunday of Lent
Gospel - John 4. 5-42
5

So he came to a Samaritan city called Sychar,
near the plot of ground that Jacob had given to
his son Joseph. 6Jacob’s well was there, and
Jesus, tired out by his journey, was sitting by
the well. It was about noon.
7
A Samaritan woman came to draw water, and
Jesus said to her, ‘Give me a drink’. 8(His disciples had gone to the city to buy food.) 9The Samaritan woman said to him, ‘How is it that you,
a Jew, ask a drink of me, a woman of Samaria?’ (Jews do not share things in common with
Samaritans.) 10Jesus answered her, ‘If you
knew the gift of God, and who it is that is saying
to you, “Give me a drink”, you would have
asked him, and he would have given you living
water.’ 11The woman said to him, ‘Sir, you have
no bucket, and the well is deep. Where do you
get that living water? 12Are you greater than our
ancestor Jacob, who gave us the well, and with
his sons and his flocks drank from it?’ 13Jesus
said to her, ‘Everyone who drinks of this water
will be thirsty again, 14but those who drink of the
water that I will give them will never be thirsty.
The water that I will give will become in them a
spring of water gushing up to eternal life.’ 15The
woman said to him, ‘Sir, give me this water, so
that I may never be thirsty or have to keep coming here to draw water.’

Reflection

The Gospel reading for last Sunday was The
Samaritan woman at the well or alternatively
How to find eternal life!
I’m sitting in a truly lovely room in the Palliative
Care Hospice in Darwin. I’m connected to a
“feed” bottle that is running a formula via a “peg”
tube directly into my stomach. It will run for
three hours and then one of the lovely nurses –
almost all of whom it seems were born overseas
– will come and unplug me. I'll be connected up
again in the evening and this way be supplied
with sufficient nutrients to allow me to kick on

for however long I’ve got. I’m not dying - yet!
But over the last weeks I have had a number of
nights where I cannot sleep and it is soul destroying. The Palliative Care mob took pity on
me and I came in yesterday and last night had
virtually 12 hours sleep compared to none the
night before.
I have been regularly communicating with my
dear friend Ian Sharp who has terminal cancer
while we have both been sick. Sharie is an
atheist. He is a learned man with an amazing
urge to discover more about the universe and
everything in it. He was the best teacher I ever
saw and fortunately three of our kids ended up
in his classes. I think Sharpie is transfixed by
the amazing logic of the universe. He passed a
keen interest in learning how to tackle the big
questions on to my kids. Kane in his class in
year 9 actually did a case study on Jude’s and
my marriage under Sharpies tutelage!!!!
I’m looking out my window on to a tropical garden. I don’t know the name of one plant! But
heavens they are green! Even though when I
look closer some are actually yellow! If Sharpie
was here he would investigate and do a taxonomy and capture a little bit of the mystery on paper and hold it in his head. I can’t do that. I just
like the confusion and the adaptability of the
plants to this difficult environment – although if
truth be said – none of them would probably
survive without irrigation in the dry season.
Down the end of the corridor is a quiet room.
Catholics would call it a chapel. To others it
might be a prayer space or a retreat. It is a
space where one can go to find space in the
turmoil of loved ones passing away. I’ve been in
seminaries, churches, cathedrals and convents
but this is the most serene and safest place I’ve
been in since my mother’s breast. Not just the
chapel the whole set up. Hats off to the people
who designed this place and accolades to those
who minister (I was going to say ‘work’) here.
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Gospel Reflection continued
There is a pastoral companion, a lovely lady who
wanders around dispensing calm and will pray
with you if you like. There is one nurse who I met
at Regis where she had been looking after Jude.
Now she’s hugging me and praying for me. They
asked me if I wanted a clergyman. I nominated Fr
Peter Hendriks. Behold he turned up three hours
later and he oiled me and we yarned and it was
great!
A hospice is a place where medicine takes on a
different complexion. Here there are no healing
interventions. But fully trained doctors staff the
place not to save you from death but to hold you
in death’s embrace. They are using all their training and withholding interventions in extremis so to
bring equanimity to the dying person and family. I
was going to say ‘patient’ but here a patient has
returned to being a ‘person’!
Jesus is talking to a stranger at a well. She is different from him like Sharpie and I are different. In
fact, the bible tells us the Jews and Samaritans
were enemies. But when it comes to the crunch
the woman wants what Jesus is offering – eternal
life – and Jesus needs what she has – a bucket!
When it comes to basics, we are all captured by
Mystery and we all need food and water to survive. Food and water to survive, Mystery to thrive.
Sharpie thrives in Mystery – the mystery of rocks
and some of it is gneiss (pronounced ‘nice’)! We
have shared photos of outcrops of gneiss on the
Simpson’s Gap bike path in Alice.
Many people think Catholics are sure of what is
on the other side of the veil – like we wondered if
nuns had hair under their wimples! But this Catholic isn’t sure at all. I don’t understand the Big
Bang. I don’t understand curved space. I can’t figure Einstein’s equation. It’s all mystery to me. So
how can I figure the bigger mystery of the divine?
But somehow in this space something magical
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happens. Yesterday upon my induction a nurse
gave me a cognitive function test. Asked me the
date – I got that wrong – showed me photos of a
bike, a hat, and something else – I got that right
but can’t remember the third now! And then she
asked me if I knew where I was. I answered Heaven. The staff laughed. So I gave the “right answer”. But I really meant heaven. Cos this a place
where the space itself and the human interpersonal relations that characterise the space as mysteriously different – surely that is heaven!
I reckon the last time I leave this place the Mystery will be solved – it will just like what I have just
left, full of kindness, compassion, hope and fulfilment – except hopefully I’ll know the names of the
plants. And Sharpie who I will meet there will say:
“it’s great to see you Bowds!” both of us captured
by Mystery that we have been searching for all
our stubborn lives.
Thank you to Mike Bowden for allowing us to use his reflections. Our prayers are with you Mike.
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Keep an Eye on the Knitting
Quarantined with hubbie for two weeks Gertrude is knitting something special for
him!
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We need a robust democracy now more than ever
John Warhurst

ask awkward questions. Climate change activists were shut down. Already critical journalists
have been put down by the federal Minister for
Health as armchair experts.

23 March 2020
COVID-19 brings many tests. Amid the health,
economic and financial crises brought about by
the pandemic, our greatest test is to conduct
ourselves as a robust democracy and to
demonstrate that we are a fair society. Neither
test will be easy to pass, but we must aim to
emerge at the other end as a better society.
Already some aspects of the language surrounding the government actions to address the
pandemic are not encouraging. Let’s drop any
more references to Team Australia and allegedly un-Australian behaviour.
But the most problematic language surrounds
the allusions to war that are frequently used by
many of our political leaders and some of our
economists and health experts. The attraction of
this language is obvious, because warlike imagery plays up the desired notions of a huge
task, a threatening enemy and a unified effort to
combat it. It conjures up the reality of a life or
death situation in which the very existence of
our nation is put at risk.
But all these things can be said without using
warlike imagery and such imagery brings dangers with it. Just like the so-called war on terror,
wars can threaten civil liberties, centralise power and intimidate opposition. Sacrifices for the
cause are called for, without too much emphasise on equality of sacrifice.
The cultural test during the pandemic is how we
best manage to balance having a clear and unified national strategy with being open to robust
democratic expression, which is more necessary than ever. Both at the political level and
within the community there will be pressure
against asking reasonable questions and calling
out inadequate and confusing government responses.
Already opposition leaders in all jurisdictions
have been reduced in status. They will have to
tread carefully to avoid the accusation of party
politics, but they should resist being silenced.
Open discussion was threatened during the
bushfire crisis by the trick that 'now is not the
time' to
THE
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'The danger is that the big end of town gets
greater support than the vulnerable, on the
grounds that support will trickle down into the
community. That assumption must be questioned whenever economic stimulus/survival
packages are designed.'
The pandemic will also test our commitment as
a nation to a fair go for all. That is always the
case during national crises. During the GFC, for
instance, the welfare community had to fight
hard to be included on an equal basis in the various stimulus packages.
The danger is that the big end of town gets
greater support than the vulnerable, on the
grounds that support will trickle down into the
community. That assumption must be questioned whenever economic stimulus/survival
packages are designed.
When belt-tightening is discussed, such as cuts
in salary and wages to maintain employment in
industries such as retail, tourism, the arts or
football, it must be based on protecting the interests of those on the margins. Equal treatment, such as percentage cuts, does not necessarily mean fair treatment.
The two elements — practicing robust democracy and ensuring a fair society — go together. Its
early days yet and some signs are positive,
even if the doubling of the unemployment benefits after years of resisting calls to raise it is ironic. Voices like ACOSS, the ACTU, and, one
hopes, church leaders and church agencies, are
essential in using robust democracy to call out
any threats to a fair society under cover of a crisis. Voices like Vinnies and Catholic Social Services Australia should be treasured.
This means that all elements of our politics, including the design of the stimulus packages, the
sittings of parliament and the operation of the
national cabinet, must be subject to the same
robust analysis as has always been the case. It
should even be stepped up.
It is a hard time to be a leader. They can be cut
personal slack for their performances under try-
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We need a robust democracy now more than ever
- Continued
ing and testing circumstances but never critical
slack.

Goulburn. He is a PC 2020 delegate from the
Archdiocese of Canberra-Goulburn.

John Warhurst is an Emeritus Professor of Political Science at the Australian National University and Chair of Concerned Catholics Canberra

We gratefully acknowledge John Warhurst and
Eureka Street for allowing us to reprint this article

Quotes from Pope Francis
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International Galleries
Every adversity brings with it some form of lining, not

always silver lining, but in this case I think it is
pure gold! Here is an opportunity to visit some
of the most famous art in the world – Right in
your own home.
No 20-hour flights, no expensive hotels; no
queues, NO COST!
You may not be particularly interested in the
Arts but have a look and just see what is available – I’m sure you will find something to love.

self-imposed or not. Meanwhile, if you’re feeling hungry for art while you’re stranded at
home, you might be pleased to know that
2,500 world-class museums and galleries are
now offering virtual tours and online collections
on Google’s Arts & Culture pages. (And for
opera fans, the Metropolitan Opera in New
York City is streaming concerts for free.)
Google Arts & Culture’s collection includes
many of the world’s biggest museums: Tate

https://hyperallergic.com/

Modern and the British Museum in London, the

Sign up to receive a free daily newsletter to you
inbox.

Van Gogh Museum and the Rijksmuseum in

https://hyperallergic.com/podcast/

and the Whitney Museum in NYC, among hun-

https://hyperallergic.com/essays/

dreds of others. In most, you can browse

Amsterdam, and the Museum of Modern Art

through entire exhibitions online, and in many,
ENJOY

you can also walk through the museum using Google’s street view.

2,500 Museums You Can Now Visit Virtually

Guggenheim Museum, New York

If you’re feeling hungry for art while you’re

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/solomon-rguggenheim-museum

stranded at home, here are our 12 selections
out of 2,500 world-class museums and galleries
that are now offering virtual tours and online col-

See online exhibitions like But a Storm Is Blowing From Paradise: Contemporary Art of the
Middle East and North Africa and The LittleKnown Glass Works of Josef Albers

Hakim
Bishara
March
16, 2020

British Museum, London
https://britishmuseum.withgoogle.com/

Tour the museum’s Great Court and discover
the ancient Rosetta Stone here.
Musée d’Orsay, Paris
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/museedorsay-paris?hl=en

Get a close look at the works of Monet, Cézanne, Gauguin, and hundreds of other French
painters.

lections.
There’s no point in sugar-coating it — things
are bad and they’re about to get worse before
they get any better. COVID-19 virus has
brought the world to a halt, shuttering all art
and cultural institutions in affected countries,
and putting millions worldwide in quarantine,
THE
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Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/rijksmuseu
m
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International Galleries - Continued
Walk among Vermeer, Rembrandt, and many

The Museu de Arte de São Paulo is Brazil’s

more masters from the Dutch Golden Age.

first modern art museum.

Pergamon Museum, Berlin

The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles

https://artsandculture.google.com/entity/pergamon/m
05tcm?hl=en

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/the-j-paulgetty-museum?hl=en

The Pergamon is one of Germany’s largest

Travel back in time to the 8th century with this

museums and it’s home for the Ishtar Gate of

collection of European paintings, drawings,

Babylon and the Greek Pergamon Altar.

sculpture, illuminated manuscripts, decorative

National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Seoul

arts, and European, Asian, and American photographs.

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/nationalmuseum-of-modern-and-contemporary-art-korea

Uffizi Gallery, Florence

National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/uffizigallery?hl=en

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/nationalgallery-of-art-washington-dc

Explore an exhibition of American fashion from
1740 to 1895 and a collection of Vermeer
paintings
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/van-goghmuseum?hl=en

Italy was hit hardest by the virus in Europe.
Show some solidarity and pay this magnificent
gallery a visit.

Institute of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles
(ICA LA)

Here is where you can find the largest collection of artworks by van Gogh, including more
than 200 paintings, 500 drawings, and over
750 personal letters.

And, finally, enjoy this short walkthrough of the
2019 exhibition No Wrong Holes: Thirty Years
of Nayland Blake at the Institute of Contempo-

Louvre, Paris

rary Art, Los Angeles (ICA LA), courtesy the

https://www.louvre.fr/en/visites-en-ligne

artist themself.

The Louvre doesn’t need Google to create

https://www.theicala.org/en/exhibitions/67-no-wrongholes-br-thirty-years-of-nayland-blake

online tours for itself. It has its own virtual
tours, thank you very much.
MASP, São Paulo
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/masp?hl=e
n
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Pope Francis on Facing Challenges of the Coronavirus Pandemic
In an interview with the Italian daily newspaper,
“La Repubblica”, Pope Francis says he is praying for an end to the coronavirus pandemic, and
asks everyone to be close to those who have
lost loved ones.
By Vatican News
"I asked the Lord to stop the epidemic: ‘Lord,
stop it with your hand’. That is what I prayed
for”. Pope Francis revealed the content of his
prayer in an interview with Italian journalist,
Paolo Rodari, published in Wednesday’s edition
of “La Repubblica” newspaper. Pope Francis
made this prayer when he visited the Roman
churches of Saints Mary Major and Marcello on
the Via del Corso last Sunday.
In the interview, Pope Francis offers advice
about how to face the daily challenges posed by
the COVID-19 pandemic: "We need to rediscover the concreteness of small things, the small
acts of kindness shown to those who are close
to us, family, friends. We need to realize that
our treasure lies in small things. There are tiny
gestures that sometimes get lost in the routine
of everyday life, gestures of tenderness, affection, compassion, that are nevertheless decisive, important”, he says. The Pope gives the
examples of sharing “a hot plate of food, a caress, a hug, a phone call... These are familiar,
attentive gestures regarding everyday details
that make life meaningful, and create communion and communication amongst us".
Pope Francis observes that many time communication is only “virtual”. “Instead we should discover a new closeness”, he says. “Real relationships made of attentiveness and patience”. The
Pope describes how some families eat together
at home in silence – not because they are listening to one another, but because “the parents
are watching television while they eat, and their
children are on their mobile phones”. Pope
Francis describes this kind of family as “monks
isolated from one another”. There is no commuTHE
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nication here, he says. “Instead, listening to one
another is important because we understand
one another's needs, struggles, desires”. “There
is a language made of concrete gestures that
must be safeguarded”, continues the Pope. The
suffering people are enduring at this time should
make us open to this language.
In the interview, Pope Francis expresses his
appreciation for healthcare personnel and volunteers. He thanks those who dedicate themselves to helping others in this way, and describes them as “an example” of the concreteness of small acts of kindness. The Pope invites
“everyone to be close to those who have lost
loved ones, to try to accompany them in every
way possible”. We must all be dedicated to consoling others, he adds. Pope Francis mentions
that he was particularly struck by an article he
read recently. In it, the author indicates how
"our behaviour always affects others’ lives". The
example cited was that of how not paying our
taxes, leads to lack of healthcare services.
Finally, Pope Francis invites everyone to hope
— even those who do not believe. "We are all
children of God, and He watches over us”, says
the Pope. “Even those who have not yet met
God, those who do not have the gift of faith, can
find their way through the good things that they
believe in. They can find strength in their love
for their children, their family, their brothers and
sisters. Someone might say: ‘I cannot pray because I do not believe’. But at the same time”,
concludes Pope Francis, “we can believe in the
love of the people we have around us, and
there we can find hope".

Vatican News 25/03/2020
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/pope/news/202003/pope-coronavirus-interview-repubblica-pandemiccovid-coronavirus.html
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Sacred Space - Your daily prayer online
Pope Francis Prayer for protection from Coronavirus
O Mary, you shine continuously on our journey as a sign
of salvation and hope.
We entrust ourselves to you, Health of the Sick.
At the foot of the Cross you participated in Jesus’ pain,
with steadfast faith.
You, Salvation of the Roman People, know what we need.
We are certain that you will provide, so that,
as you did at Cana of Galilee,
joy and feasting might return after this moment of trial.
Help us, Mother of Divine Love,
to conform ourselves to the Father’s will
and to do what Jesus tells us:
He who took our sufferings upon Himself,
and bore our sorrows to bring us,
through the Cross, to the joy of the Resurrection.
Amen.
We seek refuge under your protection, O Holy Mother of God.
Do not despise our pleas – we who are put to the test
– and deliver us from every danger, O glorious and blessed Virgin.
https://www.sacredspace.ie/pope-francis-coronavirus-prayer
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